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Reduction to NC KdV from NC ASDYM
:NC ASDYM eq. G=GL(2) 
Reduction to NC NLS from NC ASDYM
X X
: the matrix obtained from X deleting i-th row and j-th column
proportional to the det. or ratio of dets.
A comment on Def 2
Formula for inverse matrix: 
Examples of quasi-determinants
Next page Some identities of quasideterminants Homological relation
The identity in the previous page! Some identities of quasideterminants
Backlund transform for NC ASDYM eqs.
In this section, we give Backlund transformations for the NC ASDYM equation. The proof is made very simply by using identities of quasideterminants. The generated solutions are represented in terms of quasideterminants, which contain not only finite-action solutions (NC instantons) but also infinite-action solutions (non-linear plane waves and so on.) NC Yang's form and Yang's equation
NC ASDYM eq. can be rewritten as follows
If we define Yang's matrix: then we obtain from the third eq.:
:NC Yang's eq. 
The Backlund trf. is not just a gauge trf. but a non-trivial one!
Interpretation from NC twistor theory
In this section, we give an origin of all ingredients of the Backlund trfs. from the viewpoint of NC twistor theory. NC twistor theory has been developed by several authors What we need here is NC Penrose-Ward correspondence between ASD connections and ``NC holomorphic vector bundle'' on NC twistor space. We can see some origin of the quasideterminant solutions.
NC Penrose-Ward correspondence
Sol. of NC ASDYM ``NC hol. vec. bdl.'' 
Origin of NC Atiyah-Ward (AW) ansatz sols.
The n-th AW ansatz for the Patching matrix
The recursion relation is derived from: The -trf. leads to The -trf. is derived with a singular gauge trf. 
